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Foreword 

This XML Telemetric and Command Exchange (XTCE) data specification presents a robust information 
model and data exchange format for telemetry and commanding in all phases of the spacecraft, payload, 
and ground segment lifecycle: system design, development, test, validation, and mission operations. 

This specification addresses a compelling need for a standard exchange format recognized independently 
by each of its authors and contributors.  Lockheed Martin, ESA, Boeing, NASA GSFC, USAF SMC, 
Harris, Raytheon, SciSys, CSC and GST have all made significant contributions representing a wide and 
varied sampling of the space industry. 

Space mission implementations face a very dynamic environment with fast-paced information technology 
advancement and shrinking space budgets. A more focused use of decreasing public investments in space 
requires a cost reduction over their entire lifecycle, from development up to the end of the useful life of a 
spacecraft. The use of standards specifications from the early stages of satellite development through 
mission operation will reduce life-cycle cost. 

The XTCE specification is intended to provide a robust international standard for data exchange, one that 
can be easily become a central element in a simplified contract to Space System providers for Telemetry 
and Command definition – from simple space components to entire constellations. 

Satellite design and development is performed today through the use of a number of disparate tools and 
techniques. The interface design for spacecraft systems and spacecraft payloads is still a manual and time-
consuming effort. Data design, both telemetry and commanding, is still performed multiple times by 
multiple contractors during the lifecycle of the satellite – well before the satellite is ever deployed for 
mission operations. The standardization of satellite telemetry and command data for spacecraft health and 
safety, as well as payload interfaces, will reduce the cost of these implementations as well as decrease the 
schedule of development, integration, and test of the satellite and its component systems. This specification 
can also be used to support multiple, heterogeneous missions, facilitating interoperability between ground 
control systems, simulators, testing facilities, and other types of spacesystems. 
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Introduction 

Purpose:  This specification is an information model for spacecraft telemetry and commanding data.  For a 
given mission there are a number of lifecycle phases that are supported by a variety of systems and 
organizations.  Additionally, many of these organizations support multiple heterogeneous missions using a 
common ground segment infrastructure. Telemetry and command definitions must be exchanged among all 
of these phases, systems, and organizations. This is made difficult and costly because there is no standard 
format for exchanging this information. The lack of standardization currently requires custom ingestion of 
the telemetry and commanding information. This customization is inherently error-prone, resulting in the 
need to revalidate the definitions at each step in the lifecycle. 

A typical example of this process is between the spacecraft manufacturer and spacecraft-operating agency. 
The spacecraft manufacturer defines the telemetry and command data in a format that is much different 
than the one used in the ground segment. This creates the need for database translation, increased testing, 
software customization, and increased probability of error. Standardization of the command and telemetry 
data definition format will streamline the process allowing dissimilar systems to communicate without the 
need for the development of mission specific database import/export tools. 

Ideally, a spacecraft operator should be able to transition a spacecraft mission from one ground system to 
another by simply moving an already existing command and telemetry database compliant with this 
specification to another ground system which equally supports this specification. In addition, 
standardization will enable space or ground segment simulators to more easily support multiple 
heterogeneous missions. 

The XTCE specification provides a standard format for defining the Telemetric and Telecommand 
(TM/TC) data required to perform the processing shown in Figure 1.   

Overview:  The normative portion of this specification is presented as a single XML schema compliant 
with the W3C recommendation of May 2, 2001.   The schema is found in Annex A or may be obtained as 
an independent convenience document. 

The schema has an object-oriented structure where all the elements of this specification belong to a single 
root object – the SpaceSystem.   

Philosophy:  The space industry is currently divided between Packet telemetry and commanding and Time 
Division Multiplexing (TDM) telemetry and commanding.  While the basic construction of either TDM or 
packet telemetry is fundamentally similar, nomenclature differences between the two give the appearance 
of a larger divide.  The XTCE specification avoids using nomenclature from either the TDM or Packet 
worlds to avoid any possible confusion; terms like ‘minor frame’, ‘major frame’, or ‘packet’ are nowhere in 
this specification other than in examples.   Furthermore, the XTCE specification does not itself use any 
existing Packet or TDM standards (such as CCSDS packet formats, or IRIG-106 minor frame 
dxestandards), but it does provide a mechanism to use XTCE to build libraries of available containers that 
represent these standards. 
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Figure 1 - Telemetric and Command Processing Meta Data Encapsulated in XTCE XML 
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1 Scope 
This specification addresses the need for a standardized information model capable of supporting 
Telemetry/Telecommand (TM/TC) definitions across the widest possible range of space domain activities.  
The goal is to allow TM/TC definitions to be exchanged between different organizations and systems, often 
at the boundaries of mission phases, without the need for customized import/export, re-validation, or even 
re-implementation of mission databases.   

The scope of this specification is limited to the satellite telemetry and commanding meta-data constructs 
necessary to perform satellite and payload data processing.  This specification includes the meta-data 
needed to: 

• Define the structure and sequence of both CCSDS packets and TDM frames  

• Define the data manipulation required for packaging and unpacking of individual data items 

• Describe command data including command identification, argument specification, and validation 
criteria 

• Define parameter and command encoding 

• Define data properties including including default values, validity criteria, and data dependencies 

The scope of this specification does not extend to:  

• Data distribution mechanisms or rules   

• Command and data protocol specifications 

• RF or analog stream characterization  

• Data grouping including aggregation and coherent data sets  

• Data representation (visualization properties) 

• Scheduling configuration properties 

• Orbital properties 

• Displays 

• Flight Software 

This specification addresses only the definition of TM/TC data, but is not a specification for the transfer of 
live or historical TM/TC data – this is a meta-data specification, not a data specification. 

2 Conformance 
The Schema (.xsd file) in Annex A is normative.  A compliant database is an XML file that complies with 
this schema.  Fully compliant implementing software will interpret and/or generate any databases 
compliant with this specification. Compliant implementing software will interpret and/or generate all 
database elements required by the schema. 

3 Normative references 
The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute 
provisions of this specification.  For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of 
these publications do not apply. 

W3C Recommendation - Extensible Markup Language http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml 
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(XML) 1.0 (Second Edition, 6 October 2000) 

W3C Recommendation - XML Schema Part 0: Primer (2 May 
2001) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/ 

W3C Recommendation - XML Schema Part 1: Structures (2 
May 2001) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/ 

W3C Recommendation - XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes (2 
May 2001) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/ 

 

 

4 Terms and definitions 
For the purposes of this specification, the following terms and definitions apply. 

Telemetering  

(IEEE Std 100-1996 [1996]) “Measurement with the aid of intermediate means that permit the 
measurement to be interpreted at a distance from the primary detector.”  Measurements on board 
the spacecraft are transmitted via one or more telemetry streams to spacecraft monitoring 
systems.  Telemetry as used here refers to these measurements originating from both the 
spacecraft and from systems (such as ground system components) used to support the 
spacecraft. Most telemetry measurements will require engineering unit conversion and 
measurements will have associated validation ranges or lists of acceptable values. 

Commands 

Commands are messages which initiate actions on a remote system.  Commands as used here 
may mean both commands destined for the spacecraft and to the systems used to support the 
spacecraft.  Spacecraft commanding usually implies coding and packaging of the command 
information, validation and verification, as well as authorization to perform. Telemetry and 
Commanding data are necessarily related to one another, with some command information 
originating from telemetry and commands relating to particular telemetry measurements.  
Therefore, the ability to relate individual telemetry with one another and to commands is a very 
important part of this specification.   

5 Symbols (and abbreviated terms) 
List of symbols/abbreviations 

In general, the XTCE specification favors expressive, fully spelled out terms over abbreviated notation.  
The exceptions are modifiers used as prefixes or postfixes to objects used within the schema, and of course 
‘XTCE’ the name of the standard itself.  These terms are listed below. 

Abbreviations: 

DOM – Document Object Model 

Parm – is an abbreviation sometimes used for Parameter 

XTCE – XML Telemetric and Command Exchange format 

Prefixes and Postfixes 

Meta – Is a description.  For example a MetaCommand is a command description 

PCM – Pulse Code Modulation 
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Set –an unordered collection, for example a MetaCommandSet is an unordered collection of command 
descriptions 

List –an ordered collection, for example an ArgumentList is an ordered collection of arguments. 

Ref –a reference (by name) to an object defined elsewhere in the XML document, for example an 
ArgumentRef is a named reference to an Argument defined elsewhere. 

SAX – Simple API for XML 

TDM – Time Division Multiplexed  

UCS – Universal Character Set 

UTF – UCS Transformation Format 

W3C – World Wide Web Consortium  

6 The Specification 
6.1 The Root Object – The SpaceSystem 
Recognizing that spacecraft operations involve much more than simply controlling the spacecraft, the top-
level object is not ‘Spacecraft’ but the more generic term ‘SpaceSystem’.  This name reflects that a 
spacecraft operations center must control antennas, recorders, ground processing equipment, RF hardware 
and many other assets that may use this data specification; each of these objects is a ‘SpaceSystem’.  A 
SpaceSystem, like all of the major objects in an XTCE database, may have a short description, a long 
description (that may contain HTML markup documentation), and a list of alias names.  A SpaceSystem 
may have a Header, zero or more sub-SpaceSystems, CommandMetaData and TelemetryMetaData.   The 
CommandMetaData and TelemetryMetaData components provide boundaries for command mata-data and 
telemetry meta-data.  The SpaceSystems (as are many other XTCE Schema Types) are types of 
NameDescription.  A NameDescription simply contains useful descriptive information about the objects. 
SpaceSystem may contain sub-SpaceSystems, thereby giving the data a hierarchical structure.  

Note on the sub-SpaceSystem and the hierarchical structure 

Because a SpaceSystem may itself contain other SpaceSystems, the data may also have a 
hierarchical structure – similar to the structure of a real space system.  The hierarchical 
organization offers several important advantages over a flat entity list: 

• Fewer name space collisions – Almost every spacecraft contains redundant components for 
reliability or to accomplish the mission.  A communications spacecraft may have a dozen 
transponders each with the same set of telemetry points and commands.  In a flat namespace 
each of those telemetry points needs to be mapped into a unique name.  Using a hierarchical 
namespace, those identical telemetry points can be simply placed into separate sub-
SpaceSystems. 

• Better organization – modern spacecraft typically have thousands of commands and tens of 
thousands of telemetry parameters; this number is trending upward.   The directory structure 
provided by this specification provides an improved way to manage this large volume of data.  
Each subsystem developer can deliver SpaceSystems representing their subsystem without 
integration issues. 

• Spacecraft, which are normally thought of as a SpaceSystem may actually be sub-
SpaceSystems for a constellation of spacecraft SpaceSystems. 

• Natural hierarchy – spacecraft designs are increasing in complexity and are normally 
comprised of systems of systems.  The hierarchical organization allowed by a directory 
structure reflects this. 

Note on Names 
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Parameter, and MetaCommand and other major entity names within this database may be any 
length but may only contain numeric, a-z letters, underscores, hyphens, or backslashes.  The 
characters ‘/’, ‘.’, ‘[‘, ‘]’ and ‘:’ are expressly reserved.  The ‘/’ is used as the SpaceSystem 
separator (Unix and HTTP style).  The ‘:’ is reserved for future use as a selector for data from 
other SpaceSystems.  The ‘.’ is used to select members of aggregate Parameters and Argurments.  
The square brackets are reserved for array indexes.  Names are case sensitive. 

 

Figure 2 SpaceSystem UML Class Diagram1 

6.1.1 The Header Record 
A SpaceSystem may contain an optional header record.  This record contains some basic context on the 
data itself (e.g. source, version, revision history, notes, and classification). 

6.1.2 TelemetryMetaData 
Because Telemetry and Command databases are frequently developed and maintained independently, the 
XTCE format divides TelemetryMetaData and CommandMetaData into separate, but similar sections.  

                                                             
1 'AnonymousType' is used in the UML whenever a new complexType is generated inside an Element 
definition (without a named ComplexType). 
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TelemetryMetaData is really nothing more than a grouping for data about Telemetry.  TelemetryMetaData 
has a ParameterTypeSet, a ParameterSet, a ContainerSet, a MessageSet, a StreamSet, and an AlgorithmSet.   
Following are descriptions of these collection types.   

 

Figure 3 Telemetry MetaData UML Class Diagram 
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6.1.2.1 ParameterTypeSet 
A ParameterTypeSet is an unordered collection of ParameterTypes.  ParameterTypes are the MetaData for 
Parameters; ParameterTypes are instantiated to create Parameters.  ParameterType is the description of 
something that can have a value (a Parameter).  Information contained in ParameterType includes the data 
type, description, alarm limits, engineering units and string conversion ‘ToString’ specifications.  
Parameters may be of variable length.  Most Parameters are telemetered parameters (a.k.a measurands) and 
must also include information about how the Parameter value is encoded for transmission.  This 
information includes size in bits, byte order, data type, calibrations and parity checks.   All of the encoding 
information is in one of four different ‘DataEncoding’ elements.  XTCE supports four different types of 
encodings: 

IntegerDataEncoding: specifies the bit order, size in bits, the encoding (unsigned, signMagnitude, 
twosCompliment, onesCompliment, BCD, or packedBCD). The byte order in the case of multi byte 
integers can also be specified, along with error detection (CRC or Parity checks). 

FloatDataEncoding: specifies the bit order, size in bits, the encoding (IEEE754_1985 or 
MILSTD_1750A). The byte order in the case of multi byte floats can also be specified, along with error 
detection (CRC or Parity checks). 

StringEncoding: specifies the bit order, the encoding (UTF-8 or UTF-16), the size in bits or variable size 
determined by either a termination character, or a leading size parameter, along with error detection (CRC 
or Parity checks). 

BinaryDataEncoding: specifies the bit order, the size in bits, and two algorithms to convert to and from 
the endcode value, along with error detection (CRC and Parity checks). 

The DataEncodingType element that can be specified for a ParameterType defines the transmission 
characteristics of the associated Parameters, not how each Parameter is stored on the SpaceSystem or the 
ground. The ParameterType attributes, e.g. width, sizeInBits, provide hints on the precision required to 
store the data, but formats native to the ground system may be used and may be larger than the specified 
characteristics.Note that the data encoding type only speaks to how the Parameter (or Command argument) 
is transmitted, not how it is handled on the SpaceSystem or ground. 

Figure 4 presents the UML representation of the Parameter Type Set, and therefore all available data types. 
Encoding data types are children of these elements and not depicted in that figure. 

Comment [ODT1]: XTCE12-188 
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Figure 4 ParameterTypeSet UML Class Diagram 

6.1.2.2 ParameterSet 
A ParameterSet is an unordered collection of Parameters and ParameterRefs.  Parameters are instantiations 
of ParameterTypes.  Parameters are normally a very simple name and reference to a ParameterType.  
Parameters may also have alias names and may have properties unique to that instantiation.  At any point in 
time (instance) a Parameter has a value; a Parameter is not the value itself.  Parameter names follow the 
same naming rules as for SpaceSystems.  The aliases have no restrictions.  The sub-element ‘ParameterRef’ 
inside of ParameterSet refers to a previously defined Parameter definition in another ParameterSet. 

6.1.2.3 ContainerSet 
A ContainerSet is an unordered collection of SequenceContainers.  A SequenceContainer may represent a 
packet, frame, a subframe, or any other grouping/structure of data items. The simple form of a Sequence 
element is an ordered set of Parameter References or other Container References.  A SequenceContainer 
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contains (in the EntryList) an ordered list of raw parameters, parameter segments, stream segments, other 
containers, or container segments.   Figure 5 is the Container UML class diagram. 

6.1.2.3.1 BaseContainer 
SequenceContainers may inherit from other sequence containers by pointing to the parent container using 
the ‘BaseContainer’ element.  The inheritance aspect of SequenceContainers is useful not only for 
minimizing the effort required to describe a family of SequenceContainers, but is also a powerful and 
expressive means of container identification – the process of distinguishing one container from others (e.g. 
minorFrame 20 is a type of minorFrame where the minor frame counter equals 20).  ‘RestrictionCriteria’ in 
the BaseContainer element is used as a constraint to identify a SequenceContainer subtype from its 
BaseContaner.  In the example above, the RestrictionCriteria is ‘minor frame counter equals 20.   
RestrictionCriteria is a type of MatchCriteria.  SequenceContainer inheritance may be arbitrarily deep. 

 

Figure 5 Container UML Class Diagram 
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A SequenceContainer may represent a packet, a frame, a sub-frame or any other grouping/structure of data 
items.  The simple form of a Sequence element is an ordered set of Parameter References or other 
Container References. 

6.1.2.4 MessageSet  
A MessageSet is an unordered collection of Messages.  Messages are an alternative method of uniquely 
identifying containers within a Service.  A message provides a test in the form of MatchCriteria to match to 
a container.  A Match Criteria is a simple or complex comparison of elements in a container against preset 
values. A simple example might be: When minorframeID=21, the message is the 21st minorframe 
container.  The collection of messages to search through will be bound by a Service. A service is a set of 
messages and/or containers is used to filter containers. This mechanism can be used to sort containers, for 
instance all containers with a field X equal to a supplied value will be given the name of a service. These 
containers will be found according to a generic container or a message (the message itself refers to a 
container). 

6.1.2.5 StreamSet 
A StreamSet is an unordered collection of Streams.  Spacecraft uplinks and spacecraft downlinks are digital 
streams of data and there are a number of processing functions that are done on the stream level.   The 
StreamSet in a SpaceSystem XTCE document can contain all of the information on how to assemble, 
disassemble and process spacecraft uplink and downlink streams for that SpaceSystem. There are three 
possible Streams types: VariableFrameStream for streams containing variable length streams, 
FixedFrameStream for streams containing  fixed length streams and a custom stream that can be used to 
define any other kind of stream needed (The name of a Custom Algorithms are given for processing these 
streams). 

 

Figure 6 StreamSet UML Class Diagram 
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6.1.3.6 AlgorithmSet 
An AlgorithmSet is an unordered collection of Algorithms.  In spacecraft ground systems, it is necessary to 
perform some specialized processing to process the telemetry, and preprocess commands.  There are a 
number of predefined algorithms and the algorithm section makes it possible to reference externally 
defined algorithms for arbitrarily sophisticated data processing. 

6.1.3.6.1 MathAlgorithm 
A Math Algorithm is a simple mathematical operation with two operands (each of which may be a fixed or 
a parameter instance value) and an operand.  

6.1.3.6.2 SimpleAlgorithm 
A simple algorithm only has an optional Algorithm Text (for pseudo code) and Set of names to external 
algorithms (which be really be Java class files, DLLs, scripts, etc.).  There is a set of external algorithms so 
one XTCE file can be used across multiple platforms.   

6.1.3.6.3 InputAlgorithm 
An InputAlgorithm is a type of SimpleAlgorithm that also has a set of inputs.  These inputs may be named 
Parameter Instances or constants. 

6.1.3.6.4 InputOutputAlgorithm 
An InputOutputAlgorighm is a type of InputAlgorithm that also has a set of outputs.  These outputs are 
named ParameterRefs.   

6.1.3.6.5 InputOutputTriggerAlgorithm 
An InputOutputTriggerAlgorithm is a type of InputOutputAlgorithm that also has a set of Triggers. 
Triggers are used to ‘fire’ the algorithm and may be either periodic, or event based (new parameter or 
container instance). 
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Figure 7 AlgorithmSet UML Class Diagram 
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6.1.3 CommandMetaData 
The CommandMetaData element is very similar to TelemetryMetaData, but also contains information that 
is specific only to commanding. CommandMetaData has a ParameterTypeSet, a ParameterSet, a 
ContainerSet, a StreamSet, and an AlgorithmSet. CommandMetaData also has an ArgumentTypeSet and a 
MetaCommandSet. The CommandMetaData element is very similar to TelemetryMetaData, but also 
contains information that is specific only to commanding.  CommandMetaData has a ParameterTypeSet, a 
ParameterSet, a ContainerSet, a MessageSet, a StreamSet, and an AlgorithmSet – exactly like 
TelemetryMetaData.  CommandMetaData, however, also has an ArgumentTypeSet and a 
MetaCommandSet. 

Parameters are scoped to the Space System basis, so elements defined in the telemetry part can be reused in 
the command part and vice versa.  

 

Figure 8 CommandMetaData UML Class Diagram 

6.1.3.1 ArgumentTypeSet 
 

ArgumentTypes serve the same function for Arguments as ParameterTypes to Parameters and are closely 
related, both in terms of content and function: a command argument must also have an ArgumentType 
defined in the command ArgumentTypeSet area. 

An ArgumentTypeSet is an unordered collection of ArgumentTypes.  ArgumentTypes (very similar to 
ParameterTypes) are the MetaData for Command Arguments; ArgumentTypes are instantiated to create 

Comment [ODT2]: XTCE12-172 
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Arguments.  ArgumentType contains the description of something that can have a value and is used as an 
operator supplied option to a Command (Command Argument).  Information contained in ArgumentType 
includes the argument’s data type, description, valid range, engineering units and string conversion 
specifications and calibrations.  Most Arguments are sent via a data link and must also include information 
about how the value is encoded for transmission.  This information includes size in bits, byte order, data 
type, and parity checks.   All of the encoding information in ArgumentType is in one of four different 
‘DataEncoding’ elements.  XTCE supports four different types of DataEncodings: IntegerDataEncoding, 
FloatDataEncoding, StringEncoding and   BinaryDataEncoding.  Note that the data encoding element only 
speaks to how the Command argument is transmitted, not how it is handled on the SpaceSystem or ground. 

 
6.1.3.2 MetaCommandSet 
A MetaCommandSet contains an unordered collection of MetaCommands.   MetaCommands are 
descriptions of commands.  MetaCommands have a name, a BaseMetaCommand, an ArgumentList, a 
CommandContainer, a TransmissionConstraintList, a DefaultSignificance, a ContextSignificanceList, a 
ParametersToSuspendAlarmsOnList, an Interlock, Verifiers, and a ParameterToSetList.   

 

Figure 9 MetaCommandType UML Class Diagram 

6.1.3.2.1 BaseMetaCommand 
The MetaCommand is derived from this BaseMetaCommand.  Arguments of the BaseMetaCommand are 
inherited by this MetaCommand, and may be further specified in this MetaCommand. 
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6.1.3.2.2 ArgumentList 
An ArgumentList is an ordered collection of Arguments.  Many commands have one or more options.  
These are called command arguments.  Command arguments may be of any of the standard data types.  
MetaCommand arguments are local to the MetaCommand.  In XTCE, command arguments are variable 
inputs to a command either supplied by an operator or automation software. 

6.1.3.2.3 CommandContainer 
A Command Container tells how to package this command and is very similar to a Telemetry 
SequenceContainer.  CommandContainers, however, may also have arguments and fixed values in the 
sequence.  Each MetaCommand may have one CommandContainer.   CommandContainers may also be 
constructed using inheritance.  Just like SequenceContainers, the function of RestrictionCriteria is to 
constrain the values of one or more entries from the parent Container.   

6.1.3.2.4 TransmissionConstraintList 
TransmissionConstraintList is an ordered list of TransmissionConstraints.  A CommandTransmission 
constraint is used to check that the command can be run in the current operating mode and may block the 
transmission of the command if the constraint condition is true.  The TransmissionConstraint element uses 
the MatchCriteria Schema Type to determine if the Constraint is in effect or not.   The MatchCriteria allows 
one to set up comparisons between parameters and expected values, or define a customAlgorithm for the 
comparison. 

DefaultSignificance and ContextSignificanceList 
Some Command and Control Systems may require special user access confirmations before transmitting 
commands with certain levels.  The Significance includes the name of the SpaceSystem at risk, and a 
significance level.  MetaCommands will also inherit any Significance defined in the Base MetaCommand.   
Significance levels are: none, watch, warning, distress, critical and severe.  Additionally, it is possible to 
change or have different significance levels set as driven by the operating context of the SpaceSystem. 

6.1.3.2.6 ParametersToSuspendAlarmsSet 
Sometimes it is necessary to suspend alarms - particularly 'change' alarms for commands that will change 
the value of a Parameter.   Each Parameter in the list will have all its alarms suspended for the given 
suspension time starting after the given verifier occurs. 

The attributes for ParameterToSuspendAlarmsOn specify a time to suspend (suspenseTime), and the ‘state’ 
of the command which will cause the suspension to occur (verifierToTriggerOn).  

6.1.3.2.7 Interlock 
An Interlock is a type of Constraint, but not on Command instances of this MetaCommand; Interlocks 
apply instead to any Commands that may follow instances this MetaCommand.  An Interlock will block 
successive commands until this command has reached a certain stage (through verifications).  Interlocks are 
scoped to a SpaceSystem basis. 

6.1.3.2.8 Verifiers 
A Command Verifier is a conditional check on the telemetry from a SpaceSystem that that provides 
positive indication on the processing state of a command.  There are eight different verifiers each 
associated with difference states in command processing: TransferredToRange, TransferredFromRange, 
Received, Accepted, Queued, Execution, Complete, and Failed.  There may be multiple ‘complete’ 
verifiers. ‘Complete’ verifiers are added to the Base MetaCommand ‘Complete’ verifier list.  All others 
will overide a verifier defined in a Base MetaCommand.   
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6.1.3.2.9 ParameterToSetList 
The ParameterToSetList is an ordered collection of ParametersToSet.  A ParameterToSet is a Parameter 
whose value will be set after the Command has reached a certain state – as determined by the 
MetaCommand verifiers.  New Parameters to Set are appended to the Base Command list. 

6.1.4 ServiceSet 
ServiceSet is an unordered collection of Services.  A service is a logical grouping of containers and/or 
messages. 

 

Figure 10 ServiceType UML Class Diagram 

 

Services allow one to logically group XTCE containers.  For example, your SpaceSystem may have a 
‘memory dump service’ and all the XTCE containers associated with that ‘service’ may be grouped by 
listing them in a ‘service’.    

The ServiceType allows one to specify Messages or Containers.  Note that these two are related but 
separate in this entity.  In XTCE Messages are constructed using aggregate techniques, whereas if 
Containers are specified here they should be the one’s associated with inheritance. 

Services are optional and may not be useful for your SpaceSystem. 

6.2 Common Types 
There are a number of Common data types used throughout the schema. 

6.2.1 MatchCriteria 
Contains either a simple Comparison, a ComparisonList, an arbitrarily complex BooleanExpression or an 
escape to an externally defined algorithm 

6.2.2 Polynomial 
This is simply a polynomial expression.  For example: 3 + 2x. 

6.2.3 Unit 
Unit is used to hold the unit(s) plus possibly the exponent and factor for each of the units. 

The Schema 
The W3C XML schema reference in Annex A is the normative specification.  Any XML document 
compliant with this specification must validate with the schema and any other rules noted in the ‘appinfo’ 
annotation.  Style notes used within the schema are provided in Annex B.The W3C XML schema reference 
in Annex A is the normative specification.  Any XML document compliant with this specification must 
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validate with the schema and any other rules noted in the ‘appinfo’ annotation.  Style notes used within the 
schema are provided in Annex B. 

 

. 

 

Comment [ODT3]: XTCE12-137, special note 
that this is pre-JIRA documented and does not 
appear as clear as it could be in JIRA. 
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Annex A -The SpaceSystem Schema 
The normative schema for the XML Telemetric and Command Exchange specification is provided as a 
machine consumable file at http://www.omg.org/spec/XTCE/201803DD/18-03-DD.xsd, where the URL 
contains the year, month, and revision number of the schema file at adoption. Links to the specific schema 
corresponding to the specification version are also provided at the http://www.omg.org/spec/XTCE site. 
The normative schema that is defined for XML Telemetric and Command Exchange is located at: 

http://www.omg.org/spec/XTCE/201202/SpaceSystem1.2.xsd Formatted: Indent: Left:  0"

Formatted: Normal

Comment [ODT4]: XTCE12-137, and also 
updated for 1.2 where the document number for the 
final is not yet completely known. 
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Annex B - Schema Style Notes 

A number of conventions were developed and adopted during the authorship of the XTCE schema to make 
understanding it easier and its presentation more consistent. 

• Element and Type names begin with a capital letter. 

• Type names end with the word "Type". 

• Attribute names begin with a lowercase letter. 

• Usually when the UML class diagram references classes, W3C Elements are used, and whenever 
the UML references simple types (strings, ints), W3C Attributes are used.  In general, attributes 
are preferred over elements because they're easier to deal with in SAX and DOM, but whenever 
the Element/Attribute may one day carry metadata, elements should be used.  One exception is 
enumerated classes, because enumerations may be defined for attributes but not for elements. 

• Names are biased towards self-describing names over short, bandwidth conserving ones. 

• Names contain mixed case rather than underscores to combine multiple words (i.e. camelCase). 

• A documentation annotation is included in every element and type definition.  Annotations for a 
type are included with the type definition; use of the type is annotated in the element definition. 

• Hints on units (for values with units) are provided in the names of attributes and elements (e.g. 
“dataRateInBPS” is preferred over “dataRate” and “frameLengthInBits” is preferred over 
frameLength”). 

• Major elements or any elements used multiple times are first defined with a complexType 
definition 

• All collections are put inside either a "List" element or a "Set" Element depending on whether the 
collection is ordered or unordered. 

• Simplicity in the XML files is favored over simplicity in the Schema 

• Whenever an additional validity check must be performed that is not describable in the schema 
language, an appinfo annotation describes that validity check 
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